
informXL Onsite Training
Training Highlights 
Onsite Analyzer training is broken down into department-focused sessions. In each training session users 
are provided dedicated, hands-on instruction on how to get the most out of each Analyzer specific to their 
department’s needs. As time permits we work with team members to design and create custom reports, 
charts, graphs and pivot tables.

Accelerated Usage = Exponential Time and Cost Savings 
Prior to training, team members are often unaware of how much reporting time can be saved through informXL.  
Following training, it’s a whole different story. On average, customer usage of informXL increases 800% 
following training. Greater usage translates to greater efficiency, which means savings to your bottom-line.

“Prior to receiving training, 
informXL usage was limited. 
Now it’s an indispensable tool 
used by at least twenty users, 
every day! Thanks to the 
training, we’re saving hours of 
work per person each week.”

–T.K., IT Manager, DSLD

“The informXL team knows 
home building and knows 
data. The training and advice 
we received from them was a 
tremendous help.”

–A.H., VP of Operations, 
Providence Homes

“[Because of the training] 
our organization realized 
how much information was 
just a click away. The time 
saved data mining to 
generate reports is 
invaluable.” 

–R.G., Controller, 
Neal Communities
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Production and Job Cost reporting 
covering Lot Schedules, PO 
Details and Lot Details Analyzers 
(2 hours Basic Training)
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informXL Onsite Training

Basic informXL Training
Users are trained on job-specific 
Analyzers to gain understanding 
of the data within each Analyzer, 
each report’s basic usage and 
informXL core functionality.

Advanced informXL Training
This hands-on training is intended 
for users who want to learn and 
explore some of the advanced 
table, charting and formula 
features available in informXL.  
During this session we will work 
with end-users to create custom 
pivot table and pivot chart reports 
to meet specific department 
needs.

Customized Training Agenda
All informXL training agendas are 
customizable and can be scaled to 
fit your needs. Want something 
different? Just let us know!
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Focus on the primary Accounting, 
Finance and Job Cost-specific Analyzers 
(4 hours includes Basic and Advanced Training)

Specialized for Purchasing, 
Estimating and Production-Specific 
job functions covering several Analyzers 
(4 hours includes Basic and Advanced Training)

Accounting Purchasing

Sales department users are 
trained on job-specific Analyzers 
for better visibility into past, current 
and future sales opportunities 
(4 hours includes Basic and 
Advanced Training)

Warranty-specific training covering 
Warranty Details, PO Details and 
Suppliers Analyzers 
(2 hours Basic Training)
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